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EXCURSION, CAMPS AND WATER BASED ACTIVITIES POLICY  

Excursions, camps and water-based activities are an important part of the Silver Tree Steiner 
School curriculum.  Students may participate in many varied excursions throughout the year in 
various environments that provide opportunities to develop independence and skills in the 
outdoors.  

Some excursions are designed to expose students to unfamiliar environments, activities, and 
experiences.  To ensure their experiences are educationally rewarding, it is essential that prior to 
excursions, camps or activities, students are prepared educationally, physically, and 
psychologically.  Staff need to be aware of students' abilities and needs to ensure maximum 
participation.  Some programmes may need to be modified to meet this objective.  

Students and parents will be provided with information about the excursions well in advance 
including the nature of the excursion, the place, food, clothing and equipment required.  

For camps, parents will also be briefed on the specific requirements for their positive participation, 
menu planning, navigation, safety procedures, expected behaviour, and essential outdoor skills 
and knowledge.  

Many activities contain inherent elements of risk so careful planning, risk assessment and 
adherence to procedures minimises the possibility of injury to participants.  

This policy is provided to assist teachers in meeting their duty of care responsibilities to students.  
As such, this policy must be read in conjunction with the school's Duty of Care policy.  Other 
relevant policies include the Accident or Medical Emergency and Behaviour Management.  
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PROCEDURES 

 

1. DUTY OF CARE 

The term ‘duty of care’ is a legal concept that defines the duty a person has to use reasonable care 

towards others in order to protect them from known or reasonably foreseeable risk of harm and/or 

injury.   

The school has a duty to take reasonable care to ensure that it employs competent teachers and 

provides safe premises.  The school will be vicariously liable for the actions of the teachers while 

they are acting within the course and scope of their duties as an employee of the school.  

A teacher owes a duty to students to take reasonable care to protect them, from a known or a 

reasonably foreseeable risk of harm and/or injury.   Discharge of this duty requires a teacher to take 

such proactive measures as are reasonable to prevent harm and/or injury to a student.  

If a student is injured because this duty of care is breached, the parent may bring a negligence action 

against the school.  In some circumstances, especially deliberate negligence, the teacher alone may 

be liable.   

The engagement of an external provider, no matter what her or his level of expertise, does not 

release the school from its obligation to ensure the safety of its pupils who participate in the 

excursion. The school still has duty of care. 

Responsibility for the welfare and safety of students of Silver Tree Steiner School lies with the 

teaching staff while the children are in their care and ceases only when the participants are collected 

by their parents/guardians. This includes excursions / camps and visits held outside the school 

grounds. To ensure duty of care requirements are met in this regard, careful planning is necessary 

when organising school excursions, camps and visits.  

The duty of care for the safety and welfare of students remains, at all times, the responsibility of 

teaching staff and cannot be delegated to non-teaching staff or parent helpers. 

Educational excursions and camps are opportunities to enhance personal development and may be 

organised and conducted during the year, providing their purpose and structure to complement the 

curriculum.  

For this reason, all camps and excursions are compulsory.  

2. CONSENT FORMS  

Parent’s Consent Form 
Excursions are considered by many school leaders as one of the highest risk activities their school 

undertakes. All schools should have well documented policies and procedures for managing risk 

when planning and running an excursion. Parent consent forms are an essential part of that risk 

management. 

It is essential that a parent’s consent is genuine and based on thorough and complete information 

about the excursion. 

A consent form or permission note is a two-way communication. The school provides details of the 

excursion and the parent gives permission for the child to attend and also provides all the 

information the school needs to help care for the child. 
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Consent should be received from a parent before a student is allowed to participate in an excursion.  

Before parents are asked to give consent, they must be made aware of all details of the excursion, 

including: 

• an outline of the activities, particularly any hazardous activity or those requiring specialist 
instruction; 

• the identity and number of supervisors and whether any of them will be volunteers/parents (e.g. 
This may be an issue if the parents are separated and one of the parents has restricted access to 
the child and is going to accompany the excursion as a volunteer); 

• the itinerary and transport arrangements; 

• the name and phone number of the school contact (during school and after hours); 

• full details of time, location, costs; 

• details of emergency protocol (see ‘Emergency Protocol’ section); 

• contact details for the parents for the duration of the excursion; 

• a statement that non-compliance from students will result in student/s being sent home at 
parental expense. 

• details of any cultural sensitivities that should be considered by the excursion organisers. 

• Some school include risk warnings for particular activities that students will be taking part in. We 
suggest schools get legal advice before doing so as there may be legal implications, besides 
simply ‘putting parents off’ the excursion. 

This allows parents to make an informed decision regarding their children’s attendance on a 

particular excursion. A school does not want the scenario where a parent says, “If I had known this 

about the excursion I would not have given permission for my child to attend”. Permission does not, 

however, remove or diminish the duty of care to be provided by the school or the supervising 

teachers. 

Only students with a signed consent should be allowed to participate in an excursion.  

Written parental consent is strongly recommended, written consent should also be obtained after 

any verbal consent has been given. A record of the verbal consent should also be kept. 

Medical Information 
Parents/guardians are required to provide detailed medical information and consent for the staff to 

call a doctor and/or ambulance if required. This information is to be provided on the ‘MEDICAL 

REPORT FORM’ sent to parents, to be returned to staff with the ‘PERMISSION SLIP’.  

Medical forms should remain in possession of the teacher in charge throughout the duration of the 

excursion in case required.  A copy of this information should be retained at the school, with the 

receptionist, for referral during the excursion and future reference.  

Regular Excursions 
For excursions held on a regular basis throughout the school year, generally one consent form would 

be required.  For example, sport lessons being held at a local oval or students visit the town library 

every 2 weeks. 

The initial consent form should still meet the same requirements for off campus excursions and 

should be risk managed in the same way. If any of the circumstances around the excursion change 
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(e.g. travel arrangements) parent consent should again be obtained. Parents should also be 

occasionally reminded to keep the school up to date with their children’s medical/health needs. 

Head of School Consent  
It is important that the Head of School is aware of all excursions and camps being planned and is 

fully aware of all aspects of the activity.  This includes risk management details and contingency 

plans that have been made to deal with emergencies. The Head of School (or their delegate) is 

required to sign off on all excursions prior to consent forms being sent to parents. 

3. PLANNING 

Prior planning is an important component of a successful excursion.  Listed below are some of the 

issues that need to be addressed when planning an excursion.  Some of these points are covered in 

more detail in other sections of this guideline. 

Itinerary 
A full itinerary should be prepared providing such details as: 

• dates (commencement, return and significant events during the excursion); 

• times (in particular, departure and arrival times); 

• locations being visited 

• activities planned 

• locality of delivery and pick up of students; 

• transport (whether public or private transport is to be utilised and what type of transport will be 
used); 

• accommodation (where students will be staying, what type of accommodation it is, whether the 
students will be sharing rooms); 

• phone numbers for the place of accommodation and of the teachers accompanying the students. 

• cost including money needed by students 

• external providers being used 

• food required 

• protocols for last minute changes or cancellation 

Emergency Protocol 
It is not possible to plan for all possible emergencies that may occur on an excursion, but a 

comprehensive risk management process should be undertaken to identify and control as many 

risks as possible. Emergency response is part of risk management. The protocol must contain at least 

this information: 

• contact details for all parents; 

• an authority for each student, permitting emergency medical treatment to be administered; 

• details of any special medical requirements or allergies for students; 

• contact details for hospitals and doctors in the area in which they are travelling; 
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• the procedure to follow in the case of unforeseen events, such as travel delays, an injury to a 
student, a lost student, natural disaster. 

Supervision 

• Teachers (the number of teachers accompanying the excursion) 

• Volunteers (details on who they are and whether they require a police clearance or a Working with 
Children Check) 

• The supervisor to student ratio taking into consideration the age of the students, their capability, the 
nature and location of the excursion 

GENERAL DAY EXCURSIONS 
(where the activity to be undertaken is not of a specialist nature) 

Class Supervisor to Student ratio 

Kindergarten 1 to 7 

Class 1-3 1 to 11 

Class 4-6 1 to 16 

CAMPS 

Class 1-3 1 to 5 

Class 4-6 1 to 7 

(see Appendix C for more Supervisor/Student Ratios) 

• Whether male and female supervisors are required (particularly relevant if the excursion is for a 
number of days) 

• The arrangements to be made for supervision of students at night.  

• The appropriateness of a male supervisor if the students are all female, and vice versa 

• Chain of command (the teacher in charge of the excursion) 

• Teachers or volunteers may require specialised training or qualification for the excursion (e.g. First 
aid certificate, bronze medallion, special drivers licence) 

• If the students are going to attend another school whilst on the excursion, who is responsible for the 
students?   

• The responsibility for the students if they are billeted out with families whilst on the excursion.   

• Whether there should be a meeting to introduce the supervisors to the parents and outline the 
itinerary for the excursion 

• Whether there should be an opportunity for the parents to ask any questions about the excursion 

• The teacher in charge’s local knowledge of the area the excursion is visiting 

• Determining the responsibility for supervising the return home of a troublesome student 

• The implications for the school and the teachers supervising the students, with respect to duty of 
care, if the excursion is organised by an external agency.   

Students 

• Number, age and gender of students attending the excursion (this is important when considering 
the level of supervision necessary, younger students may require more supervisors) 
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• Details of any students with disabilities or special needs and whether the supervisors require any 
special training to attend to these students 

• Details of any allergies or special medication necessary for particular students.  Whether the 
supervisors need to administer this to the student and if so whether they require any special 
training to do so 

• Whether students are capable of undertaking the planned activities e.g. Can they swim?  If the 
student can’t do the activity, what will the student do during that time and how will the student 
be supervised? 

• Details of what to do if a troublesome student is to be returned home and who will bear the cost. 

Equipment to be used and specialist instruction 

• Whether the equipment to be used on the excursion is adequate for the purpose 

• Whether the equipment is in good repair 

• If the activity and equipment to be used is covered by the School’s Insurance Policy- e.g. Scuba 
diving is generally not covered, see below 

• Whether any of the activities to be undertaken on the excursion require specialised instruction.  
If so, details of who will provide the instruction 

• If the school is engaging external instructors, do you need details of the instructors’ experience, 
qualifications and insurance cover? 

Insurance 
Appropriate insurance cover needs to be thoroughly investigated.  Particular attention must be 

given to establish whether the School’s current insurance policies are adequate for the purposes of 

the excursion.  Schools should discuss their needs with their insurance broker/companies at an early 

stage to establish what is required.  

Teachers will need to discuss insurance requirements with the Head of School/Bursar who will 

then liaise with the insurance broker/companies. 

4. MANAGING RISK 

All excursions possess some level of risk to the students involved.  While the existence of risk 

may be seen as a positive in allowing students to ‘stretch themselves’ and determine their level 

of capability, it is important that the risk involved is managed to an acceptable level. 

All excursions and in particular excursions to a venue not used before should be preceded by a 

thorough ‘risk assessment’ and management process. The AISWA Guideline – Risk Management 

outlines a typical risk management process.  

Every risk should be assessed using a consequence/likelihood matrix. Any risk that is above a 

school determined level would need a control put in place and a new consequence/likelihood 

determined. If the risk remains too high, then the activity or the high risk part of the activity 

should be cancelled. 

The Head of School or their delegate makes the final decision. 

There are many things to consider when examining the consequence/likelihood of a risk. These 

might include: 

• The adult to student ratio is appropriate for the activity held (refer to Appendix C) 

• The proposed activity matches the ability of the students involved 
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• The leader of the activity has the relevant experience and qualifications 

• All students and adults have suitable clothing and equipment 

• All adults involved in the activity understand the chain of command 

• Relevant authorities have been notified of activities in the area of their jurisdiction 

• Condition of equipment being used, whether owned by the school or not. 

See Attachment 2: Risk Management Form. 

Record Retention 

To reduce the school’s risk of litigation sometime after an excursion has occurred the school 

needs to retain and carefully store some records. The Australian Society of Archivists 

recommends that records of participation in excursions be kept for 75 years after the student’s 

birth date, agreements with external providers be destroyed after 15 years and administrative 

arrangements be destroyed after 5yrs. For more information see the AISWA Policy and 

Procedure Guideline on Record Retention. 

5. ASSESSING STUDENT CAPABILITIES 

The capabilities of the students attending an excursion are a major factor in determining the level 

of supervision, the number of supervisors needed, and the experience and skills of the supervisors 

required. The teacher in charge must insist that all students involved are able to demonstrate an 

appropriate level of expertise before being allowed to participate in activities that may involve some 

risk. This is particularly important in the case of aquatic activities. 

For excursions using external instructors, contact them for a list of what activities are planned, what 

is expected of the student during the excursion and what level of expertise is required of the student 

before commencing. 

For further information on water-based activities see Appendix A: Aquatic Activities. 

6. QUALIFICATIONS OF STAFF/LEADERS 

The school is responsible for ensuring that the teacher or assisting instructor is sufficiently qualified 

to run the excursion.  This means that the person in charge has the ability to put together a team 

that has all the skills necessary to make the excursion as safe as possible for all involved and would 

be able to cope with any challenges that may occur. Rescue and first aid expertise are essential skills 

to have amongst the supervising adults for aquatic excursions.  

For aquatic excursions, at least one teacher/instructor should hold a current: 

Bronze Medallion – The Royal Life Saving Society, or Surf Rescue Certificate – The Surf Life Saving. 

See section 16 and Appendix A: Aquatic Activities for information on RLSSA and SLSWA. 

For non-aquatic excursions, one teacher/instructor should be able to administer first aid.  The 

Teacher in liaison with the Head of School should determine what level of first aid knowledge is 

required for the particular excursion. 

It is recommended that there is a minimum of two adults regardless of the group size and that one 

of these adults should be a teacher. 
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External Instructors 
For many excursions, external instructors are required to either assist the teacher in charge or to 

run the activity. It is important that the school ensures that the instructor has the appropriate 

qualifications, experience, police clearance, insurance coverage and permits required and has given 

the school details of these prior to the excursion. 

The school may wish to request information such as a log book detailing recent experience in the 

activity, references from other clients, a copy of a current commercial operator’s permit to operate 

on CALM lands, and a recognised qualification for the activity with the appropriate level of technical 

experience. 

External providers often include disclaimer and indemnity clauses in their standard form paperwork.  

Disclaimers are clauses in which the external provider seeks to escape liability for negligence for 

which it may otherwise be liable. These clauses may cover only the negligence of persons not under 

the control of the external provider (for example, members of the school staff or volunteers 

attending the excursion) but may also seek to exclude liability for the negligence of even the staff 

members of the external provider.  Indemnity clauses are clauses in which the external provider 

seeks to obtain an undertaking from the school to reimburse the external provider for any amount 

it may be ordered to pay to a third person arising out of the excursion. 

Whilst the legal effect of disclaimer and indemnity clauses will depend upon the particular 

circumstances, each school needs to be aware that such disclaimer and indemnity clauses may 

result in the school becoming liable for the negligence of persons not under its control.  In addition, 

any liability it incurs under those clauses may not fall under the standard cover of its insurance 

policies. 

Schools should, therefore, carefully consider the terms of any proposed disclaimer or indemnity 

clause and seek appropriate legal or other advice. To ensure that school staff do not engage external 

providers without due consideration of ‘the fine print’ schools may wish to restrict the number of 

people who have ‘permission’ to sign contracts or agreements. 

Safety Preparation 
The development of an emergency plan is one of the most important aspects in organising any 

excursion.  The Head of School and all adults assisting the teacher in charge of the excursion must 

receive a copy prior to the excursion commencing. 

See the Section 12 Student Safety for further detail. 

7. USE OF VEHICLES 

Privately owned cars 
The school’s duty of care extends to ensuring that all private vehicles used by parents and teachers 

on school excursions adhere to the following guidelines. 

• Fully licensed drivers only, no ‘L’ or ‘P’ plate drivers allowed. 

• Vehicle is to be roadworthy and have 3rd party insurance; including working seatbelts for each 
passenger, lights and brakes. 

• The number of children permitted in the car must not exceed the number of available seatbelts. 

• Vehicles must contain the appropriate seat restraints for children aged seven (7) years and under. 

• Written permission obtained by parents for their child to be driven in a private vehicle. 
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• Approval from the Head of School for teachers to use their car to transport students. 

• Documentation to be completed and retained by the school should include the names of the 
children in each vehicle, the registration number of that vehicle and the driver’s name. 

• The School must sight and copy a parent’s current driver’s licence to confirm they are a licenced 
driver and that they are legally allowed to drive the vehicle they plan to use. For multiple 
occasions, sighting the license once per term, and dating the copy held at Reception will suffice. 
A further copy will need to be held with the paperwork for each excursion. 

The school should also make it clear to the drivers of the vehicles that the school will not accept any 

liability for any damage to the vehicle.   

The vehicle’s third-party insurance cover should ensure children against injury. 

School Bus 
It is good practise to always have a supervising teacher on the bus so that the driver is not distracted 

by students. 

The reliability, maintenance and safety aspects of the bus would form part of the risk assessment 

process.  

8. DISCIPLINE PROCEDURE 

Before the start of any excursion it is important to outline to all students, assisting adults and 

parents what student behaviour is expected during the excursion emphasising the need for safety 

standards. 

For some excursions, consideration may need to be given to an individual student’s previous 

behaviour.  For example, a child known to be habitually disobedient or prone to wandering away 

will need extra supervision or in certain circumstance may not be permitted to attend an excursion. 

All discipline and matters relating to general conduct should be left to the teaching staff and, if 

possible, the teacher in charge.  All other assisting adults (parents, non-teaching staff and outside 

staff) should be asked to pass all problems on to the appropriate teacher. 

The teacher in charge should have a clear well known by staff and students process for removing a 

student from an excursion and sending them home or back to school. How that will be done could 

also form part of the risk assessment process.  

9. STUDENT MANAGEMENT 

All students attending an excursion should be marked on a roll at regular intervals and before 

moving between activities or moving to another location, as well as at the beginning and the end of 

the excursion. 

10. PARENT INVOLVEMENT 

Parental involvement on excursions can provide many benefits, including: 

• increasing the adult to student ratio; 

• being used in a supervisory or general duty role; 

• use of specialist medical or first aid skills; 

• transporting students to the venue (see Use of private cars); 
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• acting in an instruction role e.g. Mining contacts, skills in the bush; 

• modelling of expected behaviours; 

• utilising organisational skills – getting children at a certain place at a certain time. 

It is important to make sure that all parents participating are aware of the emergency procedures, 

minor first aid procedures, any medical conditions of the students in their care and that they are to 

pass any discipline problems on to the teachers concerned. 

Parents should be ‘trained’ before the excursion on their roles and responsibilities. 

Any adults participating in a school excursion, who do not have children in the class they are 

accompanying, and are not employed by the school, should complete a statement such as the 

example given below (10.1 Confidential Declaration).  This statement shows that the school has 

taken ‘reasonable steps’ to ensure that the person has no convictions.  Criminal History Checks can 

then be requested if necessary.    

If the activity has an overnight component, then all accompanying adult supervisors, including 

parents, must possess a current Working with Children Card. Please refer to the AISWA ‘Duty of 

Care’ Guidelines and ‘Obligations of Volunteers’ Guidelines that can be found in the Guidelines for 

Policies & Procedures section of the AISWA Website. 
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10.1 CONFIDENTIAL DECLARATION 

 

This form must be completed by anyone who is not an employee of the school, including parents 

of students enrolled in a different class to which will be accompanying. 

 

Please place a tick in one of the boxes below. 

 

I declare that I do not have any convictions, circumstances or reasons that might 

preclude my working with or near children. 

 

I declare that I do have convictions, circumstances or reasons that might preclude my 

working with or near children.  The nature of these convictions, circumstances or 

reasons is outlined below. 

 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

I certify the accuracy of the above information.  I am aware that I may be required to 
provide a police clearance if it is considered necessary to verify the information provided. 

 

Name: _____________________________ Date: ______________________________ 

            (BLOCK PRINT PLEASE) 

 

Signature: _____________________________________________  

 

Telephone: _________________________ 

 

Company: __________________________  

 

Address: ___________________________ 
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11.TEACHER/STUDENT RATIOS 
There are many factors that influence the ratio of teacher to student, including the age of the 

students, their capability, and the location of the activity and the nature of the activity.  Even though 

there is no legal requirement to provide a certain number of adults, the school should be mindful 

of its duty of care when organising any excursion and consider the number of supervisors when 

doing their risk management. 

One of the adults accompanying any group should be a registered teacher.  For mixed groups, it is 

preferable that there is one male and one female teacher present.  For excursions lasting more than 

one day, volunteers can be used for part of that time so that the male/female mix remains as long 

as there is at least one teacher always present. 

A minimum of two adults should accompany the group irrespective of the group size, with one of 

the adults being a teacher.  If an adult other than a teacher is busy with students, a teacher should 

always be present or in close proximity to take overall responsibility for duty of care. 

For most excursions some staff will need to have First Aid qualifications and experience. 

The Department of Education set down guidelines for best practice for student/staff ratios with 

respect to outdoor excursions. The non-government schools’ regulator considers these ratios to be 

a minimum requirement. See Appendix C: Recommended minimum student/staff ratios for 

outdoor excursions. 

12. STUDENT SAFETY 
Before any excursion, the teacher in charge must make sure that all supervising adults, and the 

school, are fully aware of all safety aspects of an excursion.  Safety considerations will vary 

considerably from excursion to excursion due to the nature of the activity, the students involved, 

and the length of the excursion. 

The teacher in charge should have a list of all students involved in the excursion and knowledge of 

any medical conditions for individual students. 

The location must be checked by the teacher in charge for suitability prior to the excursion 

commencing.  Once the location has been deemed suitable, clear boundaries must be set to define 

the area for students use. 

All safety equipment and clothing should be regularly checked. 

Every excursion should have a safety and emergency plan.   

13. EMERGENCY PLANS 

Some activities have a higher intrinsic level of risk than others.  For example, an abseiling excursion 

has a higher level of risk than an excursion to the zoo.  It is, therefore, essential that the teacher in 

charge be fully aware of the intrinsic level of risk of the excursion to be undertaken. 

The Emergency Plan must be understood by all teaching and supervising staff. The Emergency Plan 

should ensure access to emergency support without compromising the duty of care to the group or 

the casualty. There must be a clear understanding of the safety procedures in the event of an 

emergency and all supervising adults should know and understand the Emergency Plan and the 

resources available to them. 

The teachers in charge must make sure that they have a complete understanding of the area in 

which the activity is being held e.g. Distance to phone, ranger’s office, hospital, access with 

2WD/4WD. 
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Considerations when developing the Emergency Plan: 

• Emergency assistance should not be more than, say, one hour away. 

• The teacher in charge should have the phone numbers of the school contact person, local police 
and ambulance, and have medical consent forms readily available. 

• The school contact person should be readily available, especially outside normal school office 
hours, and be known to all parents.  The contact person should know the names and phone 
numbers of all in the group, have details of the itinerary and be able to contact the teacher in 
charge. 

• In remote areas, the local police or the park ranger should know the itinerary and school contact 
person. 

• All adults involved in the excursion know the chain of command. 

• The teacher in charge should document the details of the incident as soon as is practical. 

• Teachers in charge should make sure that they have the following equipment available in the 
event of an emergency: mobile phone, vehicle to transport patient or access to an ambulance, a 
first aid kit, flags to mark the area, rescue board or ring (aquatic activities). 

• Specific procedures should be established in case of injury, medical emergencies, changes in 
conditions (e.g. Bush fire, heavy rain while on a walking excursion), equipment failure, other 
foreseeable situations requiring immediate decisions and evacuation procedures should be 
established and understood. 

• At least one person on the excursion should be able to monitor the weather/fire conditions 
carefully before and during the event and take action as and when necessary.  In all instances, 
The Head of School should ensure that they, or delegated people, have the responsibility of 
monitoring conditions via the internet (DFES website), emails, local radio, TV, weather and local 
fire services and should keep supervisory staff on excursions/camps up to date with this 
information. 

• At least one person on the excursion should have current first aid knowledge. 

• Mobile phone coverage. 

• There are adequate first aid kits and at least one adult complies with the first aid requirement 
for the activity.  All first aid and rescue equipment must be available to respond to an accident.   

• For excursions in remote locations, rescue equipment may also include stretchers, vehicles, 
satellite phones and an EPIRB. 

14.  STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES/MEDICAL NEEDS 

It is essential that where children with disabilities and/or medical needs are concerned schools 

should check with their insurers, the child’s parents and the child’s doctor (at the parent’s 

discretion) while the excursion is in the planning stages. 

• If a student has a medical condition that may require attention on the excursion, the school 
should negotiate an individual emergency plan with the parents.  Advice could be sought from a 
medical professional.  The plan should be signed by the parents and given to every member of 
staff attending.  It would contain information such as who should be contacted immediately 
(parent, Doctor), phone numbers, Medicare number, Private Health Fund details.  Action to be 
taken could be recorded in a series of steps. 
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• Should the school have serious concerns about their ability to meet the child’s medical needs, 
the child’s parent or a trained nurse can be asked to attend.  Another parent or a teacher 
assistant with medical expertise may volunteer, or the school may have to employ an appropriate 
person 

• Some students have physical disabilities or medical conditions that make participation in some 
activities difficult.  The risks and practicalities MUST be discussed with the parents while the 
excursion is in the planning stages.  Alternative or adapted activities must be offered.  If solutions 
cannot be found, another location/venue/activity should be considered for all students.  The 
Disability Discrimination Act means that schools cannot ask parents to keep their child at home 
while other students participate in the excursion. 

15. INCURSIONS  

An incursion is an activity that involves school visitors who provide a performance, lesson or service 

for students.  

Although most of the information presented in this guideline so far will apply to incursions there are 

some considerations unique to incursions. 

The school procedure includes the following: 

• Excursion must be approved by the Head of School or their delegate 

• All incursions should be requested using the Incursion Request Form (see appendix D). Risk 
assessment remains the same as for excursions. 

• All incursions must be attended by an appropriate number of school staff to maintain adequate 
duty of care for the students. It is essential that staff realise they have duty of care, not the visitor. 
If any part of the activity concerns a staff member they must act, and if necessary, stop the 
activity until they are satisfied that there is no unplanned risk to the students. 

• Consider what will happen to students not attending the incursion. 

• What access to facilities (e.g. toilets) will the visitors be given? 

• What considerations are needed for students with disabilities/anxiety?  
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16. STUDENT CODE OF CONDUCT 

Smoking, Drugs & Alcohol  

No Student is permitted to consume alcohol, smoke or take un-prescribed drugs during 
Excursions, camps or any other activities.  Students and parents will be informed of this before 
departure and warned that any student who fails to comply will be disciplined and immediately 
returned to school or home at the parents cost.  

Electronic Devices & Mobile Phones  

No Student is permitted to bring electronic devices or mobile phones.  These devices are often 
used as an 'escape' by adolescents and young students and, as such have a negative impact 
upon the experience of being in the Australian bush and detract from the community ethos that 
the school nurtures.  Students and parents will be informed of this before departure and warned 
that any student who fails this policy will be disciplined and the device confiscated.  

Packaging Food   

In line with the school's Sustainability policy, our camp programme aims to: 

• Remove advertising and commercialism from our experiences  

• Reduce waste to an absolute minimum.  

• Educate Students to minimise packaging in their everyday lives.  

• Encourage Students to think in an environmentally conscientious manner.  

Excessively packaged foods are inconsistent with these aims.  Students will be encouraged to 
remove unnecessary packaging from their food items and eventually eliminate unwisely 
packaged goods from their diet.  

Student Behaviour  

Students and parents will be made aware of the standards of behaviour expected during 
outdoor education camps and that while on camp disciplinary measures will apply consistent 
with the school's Behaviour Management policy.  

Consequences of Misbehaviour  

In extreme breaches in standards of behaviour, outdoor staff may determine that a student 
should return home during a camp. In such circumstances, the parent will be advised of the:  

• Circumstances associated with the decision to send the Student home  

• Time when the parent may collect the Student from the camp, or the anticipated time that 
the Student will arrive home.  

Consideration will be given to the age and maturity of the student when travel arrangements 

are made.  Parents will be responsible for any costs associated with the student's return.  
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 17. FURTHER INFORMATION 
 

RLSSA 

Royal Life Saving Society of Australia – WA Branch 

PO Box 28 

FLOREAT FORUM WA 6014 

Ph: (08) 9383 9988 

Fax: (08) 9383 9922 

E-mail: rlssa@msn.com.au 

Website: http://www.royallifesaving.com.au/about/who-we-are/member-organisations/western-

australia  

 

SLSWA 

Surf Life Saving Western Australia 

PO Box 1048 

OSBORNE PARK WA 6916 

Ph: (08) 9244 1222 

Fax: (08) 9244 1225 

Contact them: http://surflifesavingwa.com.au/about-us/contact-us  

Website: http://surflifesavingwa.com.au/  

 

CALM 

Department of Conservation and Land Management 

50 Hayman Road 

COMO WA 6152 

Ph: (08) 9334 0333 

 

 

  

mailto:rlssa@msn.com.au
http://www.royallifesaving.com.au/about/who-we-are/member-organisations/western-australia
http://www.royallifesaving.com.au/about/who-we-are/member-organisations/western-australia
http://surflifesavingwa.com.au/about-us/contact-us
http://surflifesavingwa.com.au/
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Department of Education policy and procedures documents to refer to include: 

• Excursions Policy and Procedures 

• Duty of Care for Students 

• Water-based Excursions Procedures and Guidelines 

• Outdoor Education and Recreation Activities Policy 

• Risk  

• Occupational Safety and Health Policy and Procedures 

• Student Health Care Policy and Procedures 

• Short Term School Visits/Study Tours for Overseas Students 

• Swimming Pools at Schools CEO Instruction 

 

These documents can be found on www.eddept.wa.edu.au/regframe/index.cfm then select ‘A to Z 

document list ’ for an alphabetical listing. 

http://www.eddept.wa.edu.au/regframe/index.cfm
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APPENDIX A: SCHOOL AQUATIC ACTIVITIES 

As any aquatic excursion should be considered high risk the following should be considered in a 

more comprehensive way than perhaps would be done for other excursions.  

• Student Capabilities 

• Qualifications of adults involved 

• Adult/student ratio 

• Risk Assessment 

• Establishing Guidelines for the Activity. 
 

Student Capabilities 
Depending on the location of the aquatic activity, the teacher in charge must insist that all students 

involved be able to demonstrate they have the level of competence required to complete the 

activity safely. See https://lifesavingwa.com.au/programs/swim-and-survive/levels  

 

Supervisor Qualifications 
Due to the high-risk nature of the activity, it is essential that at least one adult involved hold current 

lifesaving qualifications.  It is essential that the school establish the minimum requirements for 

qualifications of supervisors.  The following certificates are a suggested minimum standard a school 

would allow for an excursion to go ahead: 

 

Closed-Water Activities: 

• RLSSA Bronze Medallion 

• SLSWA Bronze Medallion 

• SLSWA Surf Rescue Certificate. 
 

Open-Water Activities: 

• SLSWA Bronze Medallion 

• SLSWA Surf Rescue Certificate; 

• RLSSA Bronze Medallion (for flowing river or waterway). 
 

Adult/Student Ratio 
For all water-based activities it is recommended that there should be at least 2 supervisors at all 

times and that one supervisor will be appropriately qualified. 

 

The ratio of adult to student will depend on many factors, all of which need to be taken into 

consideration when planning an excursion. 

• Student’s ability 

• Medical or physical conditions of students 

• Supervisor’s ability and experience 

• Age of students 

• Location and type of activity being undertaken 

• Weather (allowing for changes during the activity) 

• Lifeguards on duty at a public facility are not considered as part of the supervisory team. 

https://lifesavingwa.com.au/programs/swim-and-survive/levels
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The Department of Education of Western Australia recommends the following ratios for water-

based activities. These ratios are also considered by the non-government school regulator (and 

often the courts) as good benchmarks. 

 

Closed Water 
In a closed (controlled) water environment (still or slow moving) such as a swimming pool, sheltered 

coastal area or river, dam, water hole or inland water body, the composition of the supervisory team 

must meet the following criteria. 
 

Taking into account the minimum requirement of two supervisors, one of whom is a qualified 

supervisor, the following minimum supervision levels are required: 

• One qualified supervisor for every 32 students or part thereof 

• For every 12 students or part thereof, there will be one supervisor (inclusive of the qualified 
supervisor). 

 

Example number of 

students 

Minimum number of 

supervisors required 

Number of qualified 

supervisors required 

Total supervisory 

team 

 

9 

14 

26 

33 

52 

73 

2 

2 

3 

3 

5 

7 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

2 

2 

3 

3 

5 

7 

 

Open Water 
In an open (uncontrolled) water environment (fast moving or turbulent), such as a surf beach, 

flowing river or waterway, or tidal coastal waters, the composition of the supervisory team must 

meet the following criteria. 
 

Taking into account the minimum requirement of two supervisors, one of whom is a qualified 

supervisor, the following minimum supervision levels are required: 
 

One qualified supervisor for every 16 students or part thereof; and 

For every 8 students or part thereof, there will be one supervisor (inclusive of the qualified 

supervisor). 

 

Example of number 

of students 

Minimum number of 

supervisors required 

Number of qualified 

supervisors required 

Total supervisory 

team 

7 

12 

20 

29 

35 

46 

2 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

3 

2 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

 

Many popular venues have various levels of lifeguard services, depending on the time of year.  

Lifeguards on duty are not to be considered as part of the supervisory team unless they have been 

engaged formally as an external provider. 
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Assessing the Risk 
Preparation for the aquatic activity is as important as the activity itself.  Adequate and thorough 

preparation is necessary to ensure all safety aspects are covered. 
 

Each aspect of an activity is analysed and given a risk rating. Each risk that is unacceptable must 

have a control put in place. See Attachment 2 Risk Management Form for more information. 

 

When at all possible the teacher in charge should visit the area prior to the excursion to gain 

firsthand knowledge when assessing the risk associated with an activity. 

 

Establishing Guidelines for the Activity 
It is essential that all participants are aware of all guidelines before an activity commences. 
 

The supervisors should be made aware of their individual supervisory role including where they are 

to be positioned, which area is theirs when scanning for students and what the safety check systems 

are e.g. buddy system where swimmers are paired and regularly checked. A supervisor’s role 

includes: 

• testing the area prior to students being allowed to enter; 

• continually evaluating the area for changes e.g. Weather conditions; 

• ensuring that the staff member responsible for safety is ready to enter the water; 

• carrying out regular roll calls/head counts; 

• ensuring all students are always in clear view of staff members responsible for safety; 

• clearly marking the activity area for all open water activities; 

• describing to students the communication methods to be used e.g. whistle; 

• ensuring that the emergency plan can be executed at all times e.g. Mobile phone, flotation 
devices. 
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APPENDIX B: SKIING EXCURSIONS 
 

As any skiing excursion should be considered high risk the following should be considered in a more 

comprehensive way than perhaps would be done for other excursions.  

 

Risk Management Planning for School Skiing Excursions 
Taken from an Article written by Dr Keith Tronc, in The Australian Educational Leader, Vol 28, No. 2 

2006, p23 with permission granted by the Australian Council for Educational Leaders. 

 

The following points could be part of a school’s planning and risk management documentation: 

• Pre-trip information statements to parents should be very detailed, and should set out all 
significant facts, such as location; mode of travel; skills and experience of the supervisor; 
numbers of supervising assistants, both teachers and parent volunteers, together with their 
background and experience; provision for first aid treatment and the training in first aid 
possessed by the supervisory team; existence of any dangerous ‘black runs’; plans for the 
induction of beginner students in the safe use of ski lifts; hours per day to be spent skiing, banning 
of tobogganing and trick skiing; procedures to be followed in case of accident; and plan B 
intentions in the event of bad weather 

• Teachers should take careful note of, and thoroughly implement, informed parental non-
consent, regarding any refusal of permission for children to venture on to black runs 

• Further briefing sessions specifically on safety issues should be provided to all students prior to 
their first ventures on to the snow, with follow-up debriefings daily, and additional safety 
instructions wherever needed 

• There should be detailed and continuing safety emphasis on the significance, content, and 
meaning of ski-field signage 

• Before any beginners use the T-bars and ski-lifts, they should receive intensive training in 
preparation for the safe use of these devices, particularly in correct mounting and dismounting 
methods 

• A preliminary selection process should be undertaken to assess which students have sufficient 
previous experience and skill to ski with reduced supervision, and be separated from the 
beginner group, with firm rules as to where they may go, and what they may do, with regular 
‘reporting-in’ conditions 

• All those adults supervising should have a well-defined role in relation to safety surveillance of 
the students and necessary intervention.  It should be repeatedly made clear to those assisting 
with the supervision that they are not there to enjoy a skiing holiday of their own, and that their 
prime and continuing responsibility is to oversee student safety, particularly that of the 
beginners 

• Plans should be made as to how to ensure that beginners do not stray on to black runs 

• All safety requirements of the education employing authority and those of the ski resort operator 
should be strictly observed.  Before embarking on the trip, the organising teacher should have 
sought and obtained official permission, to ensure coverage by the vicarious liability umbrella of 
the employer 

• Staff-student ratios should comply with the safety policy of the school. If students are grouped, 
then the staff to student ratio must be adequate for each group 

• The skiing activities must be aborted in the event of bad weather and/or poor visibility, as part 
of an overall pre-prepared contingency plan 
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• Careful graduated and closely supervised instruction should be provided to all beginners, before 
they can extend their skills 

• A teacher ought to be the first up the tow or chairlift, to assist the more inexperienced of the 
students at the exit point and supervise generally while the group assembles.  A second teacher 
should follow at the end of the group, to assist any student in difficulty. 

• A thorough risk management should be conducted, documented and signed off by the Head of 
School for all activities planned 
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APPENDIX C: RECOMMENDED MINIMUM STUDENT/STAFF RATIOS FOR OUTDOOR EXCURSIONS 

 

ACTIVITY: CLIMBING 

Minimum Level of Supervision  
Different levels of supervision are required depending upon the abseiling and climbing activity, e.g. 
multi-pitched abseiling, lead climbing or multi-pitched climbing.  

Elementary, school-based activity  
For all elementary, school-based instructional activities, there is a minimum level of supervision. That 
is:  

• there must be at least one qualified supervisor;  

• the maximum group size must not exceed 22 students per qualified supervisor; and.  

• there must be at least one additional experienced supervisor for group sizes that exceed 16 
students.  

Abseiling (single-pitched)  
For all abseiling single pitch field (excursion) activities, there is a minimum level of supervision. That 
is:  

• there must be at least two supervisors;  

• one supervisor must be qualified and experienced and the other supervisor/s must be 
experienced in the activity being conducted; and  

• there must be at least one supervisor for every eight students or part thereof.  

Number of Students Number of Qualified 
Supervisors Required 

Total Supervisory Team 

1-8 1 2 

9-16 1 2 

17-18 1 3 

Table 1: EXAMPLE 

Abseiling (multi-pitched)  
For all abseiling multi pitch activities there is a minimum level of supervision. That is: 

• there must be at least two qualified supervisors; and  

• there must be a minimum of one qualified supervisor for every four students or part thereof.  

Number of 
Students 

Number of 
Qualified 

Supervisors 
Required 

Total Supervisory 
Team 

1-8 2 2 

9-12 3 3 

Table 2: EXAMPLE 
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Climbing (single-pitched)  
For all climbing single-pitched field (excursion) activities, there is a minimum level of 
supervision. That is:  

• there must be at least two supervisors;  

• at least one supervisor must be qualified and experienced and the other supervisor/s must be 
experienced in the activity being conducted; and  

• at least one supervisor for every eight students or part thereof.  

Number of 
Students 

Number of 
Qualified 

Supervisors 
Required 

Total Supervisory 
Team 

1-8 1 2 

9-16 1 2 

17-18 1 3 

Table 3: EXAMPLE 

Climbing (lead-climbing)  
For all lead climbing activities, there is a minimum level of supervision. That is:  

• there must be at least two qualified supervisors; and  

• at least one qualified supervisor for every four students or part thereof.  

Number of 
Students 

Number of 
Qualified 

Supervisors 
Required 

Total Supervisory 
Team 

1-8 2 2 

9-12 3 3 

Table 4: EXAMPLE 

Climbing (multi-pitched)  
For all multi pitch climbing activities, there is a minimum level of supervision. That is:  

• there must be at least two qualified supervisors; and  

• at least one qualified supervisor for every two students or part thereof.  

Number of 
Students 

Number of 
Qualified 

Supervisors 
Required 

Total Supervisory 
Team 

1-8 4 4 

9-10 5 5 

Table 5: EXAMPLE 

The number of supervisors must be increased when required by the venue manager.  

Guidelines 
Groups should not exceed 18 students. At larger sites, several groups may operate 

independently, provided that each group meets the supervision requirements. 
The ratio of qualified supervisors to students should never be less than 1:8. 
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ACTIVITY: CAMPING 

Minimum Level of Supervision  

For all camping activities there is a minimum level of supervision. That is:  

• at no time will there be less than two supervisors; and  

• one of these supervisors will be a qualified supervisor. 

For all non-residential camping activities there must be a minimum of:  

• one qualified supervisor for every 22 students or part thereof; and  

• one supervisor for every 11 students or part thereof (inclusive of the qualified supervisor).  

Guidelines  
The recommended level of supervision for residential camping and base camping is:  

Classes 1–3 one supervisor for every six students  
Classes 4–6 one supervisor for every nine students  

For lightweight camping, and for activities associated with the residential and base camping 
programs, the supervision requirements of the relevant activity (e.g. bushwalking, canoeing) 

apply.  
Supervision should reflect the gender balance of the student group. 

 

ACTIVITY: CAVING 

Minimum Level of Supervision  

The minimum group size must be no less than four participants.  

The maximum group size must not exceed twenty participants.  

There must be a minimum of one qualified and experienced supervisor for every 10 students 

or part thereof.  

Minimum ratios and maximum group sizes as specified by cave managers must be adhered to.  

For single rope techniques conducted whilst caving, the supervision requirements for 

ABSEILING_AND_CLIMBING must be applied. 

Qualifications 
At least one member of the supervisory team must hold a current Senior First Aid Certificate, 

equivalent to the St. Johns Ambulance or Red Cross Senior Certificate or higher.  
For Single Rope Technique (SRT) activities, a member of the supervisory team must have a 
qualification specified in ABSEILING_AND_CLIMBING and be familiar with the hazards of 

abseiling and climbing within the caving context.  
They must also be competent in dealing with emergencies that are consistent with the type of 

activity and the site being used.  
The supervisory team must meet the requirements specified by land managers or owners. 

 

ACTIVITY: CLIMBING WALLS 

Minimum Level of Supervision  
Different levels of supervision are required for different activities on climbing walls.  

Top roping activities  
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For top roping activities there is a minimum level of supervision. That is:  

• at least one qualified and experienced supervisor;  

• at least one additional supervisor experienced in the activity being conducted for group sizes 
that exceed 18 students; and  

• the maximum group size must not exceed 22 students.  

Number of 
Students  

Number of 
Qualified 

Supervisors  

Total Supervisory 
Team  

1-18  1  1  

19-22  1  2  

Table 6: EXAMPLE 

Lead climbing  
For all lead climbing activities there is a minimum level of supervision. That is:  

• at least two qualified supervisors; and  

• at least one qualified supervisor for every four students or part thereof.  

Number of 
Students 

Number of 
Qualified 

Supervisors 

Total Supervisory 
Team 

1-8 2 2 

9-12 3 3 

Table 7: EXAMPLE 

ACTIVITY: CYCLING AND CYCLE TOURING 

Minimum Level of Supervision  
Different levels of supervision apply to cycling activities, e.g. bicycle education, road, BMX, track 

and mountain bike cycling and cycle touring.  

Supervision must be provided for all cycling activities.  

For all cycling activities there must be at least one supervisor for every 16 students or part 

thereof.  

For cycling activities held off the school site, cycling touring and on road cycling activities:  

• there must be at least two supervisors; and  

• one of these supervisors must be qualified and experienced  
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Guidelines  

It is recommended that greater supervision be provided for primary aged or less able students 
participating in cycling activities outside the school grounds. 

 

ACTIVITY: HORSERIDING 

Minimum Level of Supervision  
There must be at least one qualified and experienced supervisor for every ten students or part 

thereof.  

Trail rides  

There is a minimum level of supervision. That is:  

• at no time will there be less than two experienced supervisors; and  

• one of these supervisors will be a qualified and experienced supervisor.  

Guidelines  
It is recommended that at least two experienced and qualified supervisors accompany 

beginners on all horse-riding activities.  
It is recommended that three qualified and experienced supervisors accompany trail-riding 

groups that exceed 10 students. 

 

ACTIVITY: ORIENTEERING, ROGAINING AND CROSS-COUNTRY NAVIGATION 

Minimum Level of Supervision  
At all cross-country navigation activities there must be a minimum of one supervisor.  

In bushland settings, away from the urban environment, there must be:  

• at least two supervisors;  

• at least one qualified supervisor for every 22 students or part thereof; and  

• at least one supervisor for every 11 students or part thereof (inclusive of the qualified 

supervisor).  

Guidelines  
It is recommended that greater supervision be provided for primary aged or less able students 

participating in cycling activities outside the school grounds.  

The number of supervisors should reflect:  
1.the nature of the area, e.g. school, parkland, unfamiliar bushland;  

2. the level of skill and experience of the students; and  
3. the nature of this activity, e.g. a group training run, recreational session with students 

working in groups or pairs, or an individual competition event.  

 

ACTIVITY: PADDLING ACTIVITIES 

Minimum Level of Supervision  
Different levels of supervision are required for canoeing, kayaking and sea kayaking activities 

in open and closed water.  

There are also different requirements for activities conducted from fixed locations and those 

conducted further than 100m from the launching point.  

Closed water – fixed location (within 100 metres of the launching point) 
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There must be at least one qualified and experienced supervisor for every 22 students.  

There must be no more than 12 craft. 

Number of 
Students 

Number of 
Qualified and 
Experienced 
Supervisors 

Required 

Total 
Supervisory 

Team 

1-22 1 1 

23-24 2 2 
Table 8: EXAMPLE 

Closed water – non-fixed location (e.g. canoeing trip)  
There is a minimum level of supervision. That is:  

• at no time will there be less than two supervisors;  

• one of these supervisors will be a qualified supervisor;  

• there must be at least one qualified and experienced supervisor for every 16 students or part 
thereof; and  

• there must be no more than 12 craft. 

Number of 
Students 

Number of 
Qualified and 
Experienced 
Supervisors 

Required 

Total Supervisory 
Team 

1-16 1 2 

17-24 2 2 

Table 9: EXAMPLE 

Open water – fixed locations (up to and including grade 2)  
There is a minimum level of supervision. That is:  

• at no time will there be less than two experienced supervisors;  

• one of these supervisors will be a qualified and experienced supervisor;  

• there must be at least one qualified and experienced supervisor for every 16 students or part 
thereof;  

• there must be at least one experienced supervisor for every 8 students or part thereof; and  

• there must be no more than 12 craft.  

Number of 
Students 

Number of 
Qualified and 
Experienced 
Supervisors 

Required 

Total Supervisory 
Team 

1-8 1 2 

9-16 1 2 

17-24 2 3 

Table 10: EXAMPLE 

Open water – no fixed location  

There is a minimum level of supervision. That is:  

• at no time will there be less than two experienced supervisors;  

• one of these supervisors will be a qualified supervisor;  

• there must be at least one qualified and experienced supervisor for every 16 students or part 
thereof;  
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• there must be a at least one experienced supervisor for every five students or part thereof 
(inclusive of the qualified supervisor); and  

• there must be no more than 12 craft.  

Number of 
Students 

Number of 
Qualified and 
Experienced 
Supervisors 

Required 

Total Supervisory 
Team 

1-5 1 2 

6-10 1 2 

11-15 1 3 

16 1 4 

17-20 2 4 

Table 11: EXAMPLE 

Sea Kayaking – open water – fixed location (within 200 metres of the launching point)  

There is a minimum level of supervision. That is:  

• at no time will there be less than two experienced supervisors;  

• one of these supervisors will be a qualified supervisor;  

• there must be at least one qualified and experienced supervisor for every 16 students or part 

thereof;  

• there must be at least one experienced supervisor for every eight students or part thereof 

(inclusive of the qualified supervisor); and  

• there must be no more than 18 students in a group.  

Number of 

Students 

Minimum 

Number of 

Qualified and 

Experienced 

Supervisors 

Required 

Total Supervisory 

Team 

1-8 1 2 

9-16 1 2 

17-18 2 3 

Table 12: EXAMPLE 

Sea Kayaking – open water – greater than 200 metres but less than 1000 metres from a safe 

landing point  

There is a minimum level of supervision. That is:  

• at no time will there be less than two experienced supervisors;  

• one of these supervisors will be a qualified supervisor;  

• there must be at least one qualified and experienced supervisor for every six students or part 

thereof in a single person craft;  

• there must be at least one qualified and experienced supervisor for every eight students or 

part thereof in double person craft; and  

• there must be no more than 16 students in a group.  

Number of 

Students 

Number of 

Qualified and 

Experienced 

Total Supervisory 

Team 
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Supervisors 

Required 

1-6 1 2 

7-12 2 2 

13-16 3 3 

Table 13: EXAMPLE – SINGLE PERSON CRAFT 

Number of 

Students 

Number of 

Qualified and 

Experienced 

Supervisors 

Required 

Total Supervisory 

Team 

1-8 1 2 

9-16 2 2 

Table 14: EXAMPLE - DOUBLE PERSON CRAFT  

Sea Kayaking – open water – locations greater than 1000 metres from a safe landing point  

Sea kayaking activities must not occur more than 1000 metres from a safe landing point.  

There is a minimum level of supervision. That is:  

• at no time will there be less than two experienced supervisors;  

• one of these supervisors will be a qualified supervisor;  

• there must be one qualified and experienced supervisor for every three students or part 

thereof in single person craft;  

• there must be one qualified supervisor for every four students or part thereof in a double 

person craft;  

• there must be no more than 12 single person craft; and  

• there must be no more than eight double person craft.  

 

Where there is a mix of single and double craft there must be one qualified supervisor for every 

3 students or part thereof. 

Number of 

Students 

Number of 

Qualified and 

Experienced 

Supervisors 

Required 

Total Supervisory 

Team 

1-3 1 2 

4-6 2 2 

7-9 3 3 

10-12 4 4 

Table 15: EXAMPLE - SINGLE PERSON CRAFT  

Number of 

Students 

Number of 

Qualified and 

Experienced 

Supervisors 

Required 

Total Supervisory 

Team 

1-4 1 2 

5-8 2 2 

9-12 3 3 

13-16 4 4 
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Table 16: EXAMPLE - DOUBLE PERSON CRAFT  

ACTIVITY: POWER BOATING 

Minimum Level of Supervision  
There must be at least one qualified supervisor for every 18 students or part thereof.  

The maximum number of craft permitted is six per qualified supervisor.  

Where there is more than one instructor, they must be in separate craft. 

Guidelines  
It is recommended that levels of supervision be reviewed depending on the size of the craft 

used.  
It is recommended that at least two qualified and experienced supervisors are present at all 

power boating activities.  
The number of craft may need to be reduced in the early stages of the program or in less 

favourable weather conditions. 

ACTIVITY: ROPES COURSES 

Minimum Level of Supervision  
There must be at least one supervisor for every 16 students or part thereof.  

Guidelines  
For ropes courses it is recommended that there be one supervisor for every 12 students. 

ACTIVITY: SAILING AND SAILBOARDING 

Minimum Level of Supervision  

Different levels of supervision are required for open and closed water environments.  

The total number of sailboards must not exceed 12 per qualified supervisor. The total number 

of all other sail craft must not exceed six per qualified supervisor. The maximum number of 

craft must not exceed six per supervisor.  

There must be a powered rescue boat with a qualified supervisor at all sailing activities. Sailing 

activities conducted by schools must not occur more than 10000m from a safe landing point.  

Closed water - fixed location  

There must be at least one qualified supervisor for every 24 students or part thereof.  

Closed water – non-fixed location (e.g. sailing expedition) 

There is a minimum level of supervision. That is:  

• at no time will there be less than two supervisors;  

• one of these supervisors will be a qualified supervisor;  

• there must be at least one qualified supervisor for every 18 students or part thereof; and  

• the total number of students participating must not exceed 24.  
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Number of 

Students 

Number of 

Qualified and 

Experienced 

Supervisors 

Required 

Total Supervisory 

Team 

1-18 1 2 

19-24 2 2 

Table 17: EXAMPLE 

 

Open water - Group sizes of 1 - 18  

There is a minimum level of supervision. That is:  

• at no time will there be less than two supervisors;  

• one of these supervisors will be a qualified supervisor;  

• there must be at least one qualified supervisor for every 18 students or part thereof; and  

• there must be a minimum of one supervisor for every nine students or part thereof (inclusive 

of the qualified supervisor). 

Number of 

Students 

Number of 

Qualified and 

Experienced 

Supervisors 

Required 

Total Supervisory 

Team 

1-18 1 2 

Table 18: EXAMPLE 

 

Open water - Group sizes of 19 - 24  

There is a minimum level of supervision. That is:  

• at no time will there be less than three supervisors; and  

• two of these supervisors will be qualified supervisors.  

 

The total number of students participating in a group must not exceed 24. 

Number of 

Students 

Number of 

Qualified and 

Experienced 

Supervisors 

Required 

Total Supervisory 

Team 

19-24 2 3 

Table 19: EXAMPLE 

 

Guidelines  
It is recommended that at least two qualified supervisors be present at all sailing activities. 

ACTIVITY: SCUBA DIVING 

Minimum Level of Supervision  

Different levels of supervision are required for SCUBA diving in swimming pools and other 

aquatic environments.  

Swimming Pools  
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The required level of supervision is dependent on the number of participants.  

Group sizes of 1-8  

There must be:  

• at least one qualified supervisor.  

 

Group sizes of 9-16  

There must be:  

• at least one qualified supervisor;  

• at least one additional assistant qualified supervisor if the number of students exceeds 8; and  

• the total number of students must not exceed 16.  

Number of 
Students 

Number of 
Qualified 

Supervisors 

Number of 
Assistant 
Qualified 

Supervisors 

Total 
Supervisory 

Team 

1-8 1 0 1 

9-12 1 1 2 

13-16 1 2 3 
Table 20: EXAMPLE 

Other aquatic environments  

The required level of supervision is dependent on the number of participants.  

Group sizes of 1-8  

There must be:  

• at least one qualified supervisor.  

 

Group sizes of 9-10  

There must be:  

• at least one qualified supervisor; 

• there must be at least one additional assistant qualified supervisor if the number of students 

exceeds eight; and  

• the total number of students must not exceed 10.  

Number 

of 

Students 

Number of 

Qualified 

Supervisors 

Number of 

Assistant 

Qualified 

Supervisors 

Total Supervisory 

Team 

1-8 1 0 1 

9-10 1 1 2 

Table 21: EXAMPLE 

For night diving, there must be at least two qualified supervisors for every 10 students in the 

water. 

Guidelines  
It is recommended that at least two supervisors be present in SCUBA diving activities 

conducted in open water. 
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ACTIVITY: SNORKELLING 

Minimum Level of Supervision  

Different levels of supervision are required for swimming pools, other closed water 

environments and open water activities. 

CLOSED WATER – SWIMMING POOLS  

Supervising from the pool deck  

There must be at least one qualified supervisor for every 32 students in the water, or part 

thereof.  

Supervising in the pool  

There must be at least one qualified supervisor for every 22 students in the water or part 

thereof.  

CLOSED WATER – OTHER THAN SWIMMING POOLS 

There must be at least one qualified supervisor for every 16 students in the water or part 

thereof.  

OPEN WATER  

There must be at least one qualified supervisor for every 12 students in the water or part 

thereof. 

Guidelines  
It is recommended that a minimum of 2 supervisors be present at snorkelling activities 

conducted in open water. 

ACTIVITY: SURFBOARD RIDING AND SURF ACTIVITIES 

Minimum Level of Supervision  

There must be at least one qualified supervisor for every 22 students or part thereof.  

The number of students in the water at any one time must not exceed 11.  

Group sizes must not exceed 22 participants. 

Guidelines  
It is recommended that at least two supervisors be present at all aquatic activities. 

ACTIVITY: SWIMMING AND WATER SAFETY PROGRAMS 

Minimum Level of Supervision  

For swimming and water safety programs, there is a minimum level of supervision for students 

in the water. At no time will there be less than one qualified supervisor (Section 17.4.2.3 

Department of Education Policy Outdoor Education and Recreation Activities v1.2).  

Different levels of supervision are required for closed and open water environments.  

Closed water  

There must be at least one qualified supervisor for every 32 students or part thereof.  
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Open water  

There must be at least one qualified supervisor for every 16 students or part thereof. 

Guidelines  
It is recommended that at least two supervisors be present at all aquatic activities.  

Lifeguards on duty may be considered as a qualified adult only where their sole responsibility, 
at that time, is to actively supervise the area in which the activity is being conducted.  
For information pertaining to the supervision of ‘free’ swims, teachers are directed to 

WATER_BASED_ACTIVITIES 

ACTIVITY: SWIMMING CARNIVALS 

Minimum Level of Supervision  

For swimming carnivals, there is a minimum level of supervision for students in the water. That is:  

• at no time will there be less than two supervisors; and  

• one of these supervisors must be a qualified supervisor (Section 18.4.2.3).  

 

Different levels of supervision are required for closed and open water environments.  

Closed water  

There must be at least one qualified supervisor for every 32 students or part thereof.  

The minimum requirement of two supervisors must be maintained.  

Open water  

There must be at least one qualified supervisor for every 16 students or part thereof.  

The minimum requirement of two supervisors must be maintained. 

Guidelines  
Lifeguards on duty may be considered as a qualified adult supervisor only where their sole 

responsibility, at that time, is to actively supervise the area in which the activity is being 
conducted.  

For information pertaining to the supervision of ‘free’ swims, teachers are directed to 
WATER_BASED_ACTIVITIES. 

ACTIVITY: WATER-BASED ACTIVITIES  

Minimum Level of Supervision  

For all water-based activities there is a minimum level of supervision for students in the water. 

That is:  

• at no time will there be less than two supervisors; and  

• one of these supervisors will be a qualified supervisor.  

 

Different levels of supervision are required for closed and open water environments.  
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Closed water  

There must be at least:  

• one qualified supervisor for every 32 students or part thereof; and  

• one supervisor for every 12 students or part thereof (inclusive of the qualified supervisor).  

Number of 

Students 

Number of 

Qualified 

Supervisors 

Required 

Total Supervisory 

Team 

1-12 1 2 

13-24 1 2 

25-32 1 3 

33-36 2 3 

37-48 2 4 

49-60 2 5 

61-64 2 6 

65-72 3 6 

Table 22: EXAMPLE 

Open water 

There must be at least:  

• one qualified supervisor for every 16 students or part thereof; and  

• one supervisor for every eight students or part thereof (inclusive of the qualified supervisor).  

Number of 

Students 

Number of 

Qualified 

Supervisors 

Required 

Total Supervisory 

Team 

1-8 1 2 

9-16 1 2 

17-24 2 3 

25-32 2 4 

33-40 3 5 

40-48 3 6 

Table 23: EXAMPLE 

 

Guidelines  
Lifeguards on duty may be considered as a qualified adult only where their sole responsibility, 

at that time, is to actively supervise the area in which the activity is being conducted. 

 

Referenced from http://det.wa.edu.au/policies/detcms/policy-planning-and-

accountability/policies-framework/policies/outdoor-education-and-recreation-

activities.en?cat-id=3457100 

 

 

 

  

http://det.wa.edu.au/policies/detcms/policy-planning-and-accountability/policies-framework/policies/outdoor-education-and-recreation-activities.en?cat-id=3457100
http://det.wa.edu.au/policies/detcms/policy-planning-and-accountability/policies-framework/policies/outdoor-education-and-recreation-activities.en?cat-id=3457100
http://det.wa.edu.au/policies/detcms/policy-planning-and-accountability/policies-framework/policies/outdoor-education-and-recreation-activities.en?cat-id=3457100
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APPENDIX D: SAMPLE INCURSION REQUEST FORM 

 

This form must be completed and submitted to the Head of School at least 4 weeks before the 

planned incursion. 

 

Incursion Information 

Teacher in Charge: ____________________________ 

Reason for incursion: ____________________________________________________ 

Date of incursion: _________________ 

Incursion provider’s name: ________________________________________________ 

What will students wear? _________________________________________________ 

What will students need to bring? __________________________________________ 

What areas of the school will be needed for the incursion? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Which staff will be attending? _____________________________________________ 

Will parents be attending? ________________________________________________ 

What is the total cost of the incursion? __________________ 

How much will each student be paying? ________________ 

Has a risk assessment, including checking the experience, qualifications and WWCC 

requirements of the provider, been conducted? _________  

Please attach the risk assessment to this form.  

Attach a list of participating students including any special needs, medical and health 

considerations. 

 

Head of School 

 

Permission to go ahead is    GRANTED   /   NOT GRANTED 

 

Reasons: _____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Head of School signature: __________________________   Date: _____________________ 
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ATTACHMENT 1: PARENT INFORMATION AND CONSENT FORM 
As excursions vary in many ways teachers must use this information to generate an appropriate 

Information and Consent Form for their planned excursion. This information is to be considered the 

minimum requirement. 

 

PART A Excursion Information 

Provide the following details: 

• Introduction to the excursion 

• Reasons for having the excursion 

• Which classes/groups will be going 

• Cost of the excursion, including availability of support 

• Precise itinerary 

• All travel times and modes of transport 

• All planned activities 

• Details of supervision that will apply 

• All accommodation details including addresses and contact numbers 

• Details of all accompanying staff and volunteers 

• Details of medical/1st aid training of staff and volunteers 

• Emergency procedures including communication with the staff and with their child 

• A privacy statement about their child’s medical information and who will be told about it 

• Overview of the risk management process taken, and the risks evaluated and controlled. 
 

PART B Informed Consent 

Parents/guardians will need to sign a Consent Form that has the following wording: 

I     do  /    do not      (circle your chosen response) consent to:  

(Name of child)……………………………………………………………………………………….. participating in the 

excursion to ……………………………………………………………… (include name of principle destination) 

leaving on the …………………………………..… (date). 

PART C Medical Information 

If a student needs to take medication the rules around transport of the medication will need to be 

clear to the student and parents/guardians. Some locations may require a doctor’s certificate 

proving that the medications are required by the student. 

 

The Medical Information Form should ask the following as a minimum: 

• Name of child 

• Details of all medical conditions or illnesses (including asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, allergies) and 
the current treatment or possible requirements 

• Special dietary needs including any intolerances or allergies 

• Medications to be given during the excursion. Including name of medication, instructions for 
administering, timing of administration and possible reactions.  
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PART D Parent Information Meetings for School Camps 

Parent information evenings early in the planning and close to departure time are a good way of 

making sure everyone understands exactly what will be happening on the excursion. Meetings allow 

staff to hear and hopefully allay parent concerns. They also make sure everyone hears the same 

information and has the opportunity of asking questions. 

 

Topics that could be covered include: 

• Activities being considered 

• Accommodation and travel 

• Expected student behaviour 

• Communication with their child 

• How medical issues and money will be handled 

• Who will be accompanying the students 

• The type and amount of luggage a student can take 

• Clothing that should be taken and what is appropriate for certain climates and activities 

• Medications that can be taken 

• Electronic devices that can be taken 

• What will happen to disruptive students and who will bear the cost if they are sent home. 
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Permission Slip – Insert Class 

Insert Excursion Type 

 

 

Activity:  Excursion  

Venue: Insert Venue and Address 

Date: Insert date of excursion  

Time: Depart School Insert Time 

Return to School Insert Time 

Cost:  Insert Cost/Free  

 

 

Excursion Information: refer to Section 2 of policy   

 

Children need to bring: Insert what they need to bring (lunch, water bottle, hat etc.) 

 

Permission Slip – Please return to class teacher with a completed Medical Report Form by 

Insert Date. The Medical Report Form is required to be filled in for each excursion. 

 

 

I do/do not (please circle) give permission for my child (name) ____________________________ 

to participate in the excursion to location on date.  

 

I give permission for my child to travel in a parent’s vehicle:  YES / NO (please circle)  

 

If needed - I will be able to transport children on the day:  YES/NO (please circle). If yes, please make 

sure the office has a copy of your driver’s licence and vehicle registration number.  

 

If needed - Please indicate the number of children you can transport _______ 

 

Parent/Guardian Name: ___________________________________________________________ 

 

Signature ___________________________________________ Date________________ 
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MEDICAL REPORT FORM 

For Camps and Excursions 

 

This confidential report is intended to assist the School and supervising teachers in case of any 

emergency involving your child, which may arise whilst he/she is on the excursion/camp.  

  

Student’s name _________________________________________________________  

 

Date of birth _____________________________  

  

Parents/guardians full name____________________________________________________  

  

Address ___________________________________________________ Postcode _________  

 

Emergency telephone:   After hours ______________________  

        Business hours _____________________  

Name of emergency contact other than parent/guardian______________________________  

Phone Numbers:    After hours ________________________  

        Business hours ______________________  

 

 

Name of family doctor _________________________________________________________   

Telephone __________________________________________  

Medicare Number ____________________________________  

Medical/hospital insurance _____________________________  

Member No _________________________________________  

  

Please tick if your child suffers from any of the following:   

  

Heart condition  

  

Fits of any type  

  

Migraine    

  

Anaphylaxis  

  

Other (please provide adequate information, and include the circumstances that may lead to the 

onset or exacerbation of this condition)   

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________   

          Sleep walking       Travel sickness    

          Black outs            Dizzy spells    

          Asthma            Bed wetting    
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Allergies to: 

  

Penicillin   

Any other drugs (please provide adequate information) ____________________________  

  

Any foods _________________________________________________________________  

  

Other allergies _____________________________________________________________  

  

What special care is recommended?   

  

_________________________________________________________________________  

  

Does your child currently have any injuries that may impact on the activities they will be 

undertaking on the camp/excursion? If yes, please provide details:  

 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

  

__________________________________________________________________________  

  

Tetanus immunisation: Last immunisation was on ______________   

   

Medications 

  
Arrangements for safekeeping and handling of medicines are to be made with the teacher in 

charge prior to the excursion.  

  

Consent to Medical Attention  

Where it is not possible or practical to communicate with me, I authorise the teacher in charge of 

the excursion to authorise my child receiving such medical treatment as may be considered 

necessary and agree to pay for all associated costs i.e. ambulance.  

  

Signed _____________________________ (Parent/guardian) Date _____________________ 

  

(This signed consent is required for all children attending school camps and extended 

educational excursions)  
 

  

Is your child presently taking pills and/or medications? YES   NO 

If yes, please list the name and dosage of all medications your child is taking, both long and short 

term: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ATTACHMENT 2: RISK MANAGEMENT FORM 
The risk management process must consider, but is not limited to, the following: 

• Activities being done. Competence/experience/qualifications of providers. 

• Public or other transportation being used 

• Child protection issues 

• Age and experience of all participants 

• Staff and students with medical/health conditions or disabilities 

• Supervision requirements 

• Skills and training needed by supervisors 

• Communication between participants, to the school and to families 

• Language and interpreter issues 

• Known dangers and potential hazards while travelling and at each location 

• Availability of support/emergency services in each location 

• Contingency plans for accidents and unexpected itinerary changes 

• Insurance and public liability issues 

• Activities that require a particular level of student competence. E.g. swimming 

 
For all risks identified and assessed there must be a control in place. Preferably the control will 

eliminate the risk, if that is not possible a careful analysis of the residual risk must be undertaken 

and documented.  

 

If risks cannot be mitigated to an acceptable level the activity or the high-risk part of an activity will 

be cancelled by the Head of School. If the activity has a low level of risk its education value must be 

high if it is to remain part of the itinerary.  

 

Communication of risks and controls is to be communicated to parents of participants and written 

parent consent obtained for any activity that involves any risk. 

 

 

  



 

  Excursion Risk Assessment 

 

Excursion details 

Date(s) of excursion  Excursion destination  

Departure and arrival times  

Proposed activities  Water hazards?   Yes/No 

If yes, detail in risk assessment (see below and separate Water hazards risk 

assessment 

Method of transport  NB: Bus use is by far preferable to the use of private cars 

Name of Teacher-in-Charge  

Contact number of Teacher in Charge (BH) (M) 

Number of children attending 

excursion 

 Number of educators/parents/ 

volunteers 

 

Names of persons with First Aid 

training 

 

 

 

 

Educator to child ratio, including 

whether this excursion warrants a 

higher ratio? 

Please provide details. 
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Excursion checklist 

First aid kit booked List of adults participating in the excursion 

List of children attending the excursion Contact information for each adult 

Contact information for each child Mobile phone / other means of communicating with the service & emergency services 

Medical information for each child Other items, please list 

 

Activity Hazard identified Risk assessment  

(use matrix) 

Elimination/control measures Actioned  

YES  /  NO  / NA 

Traffic Accident – To / 

From Venue 

Driver Error / Vehicle 

Malfunction 

High All drivers must have experience and copies of license obtain for school records 

All vehicles must be registered and regularly serviced. 

Vehicles are in good working order 

Seat belts available on the bus or in the cars and must be used 

 

Loss of Student Student leaves venue without 

permission 

Student is abducted 

Med Teacher to conduct head count regularly throughout excursion 

Students provided with details of expected behaviours whilst on excursion 

Appropriate Supervision provided, i.e. Parent helpers on excursion 

 

Accident at Venue Student involved in an accident 

whilst at the venue, i.e. Fall 

down stairs 

Low 

Medium 

High 

Teacher planning the excursion to obtain and review risk assessment to 

adequately manage the children whilst on the excursion 

Ensure copy of Public Liability Insurance certificate is obtained 

Ensure appropriate footwear and clothing of attendees is worn 

 

Student Illness Student becomes ill during the 

excursion 

Low Ensure Permission Slips with Emergency Contact are available 

Trained First Aider is available at the venue or goes on the excursion 

First Aid Kit available 
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Activity Hazard identified Risk assessment  

(use matrix) 

Elimination/control measures Actioned  

YES  /  NO  / NA 

Slip / Trip / Fall Student or Parents could trip 

due to new unfamiliar 

environment either on the way 

to the venue or at the venue 

Low Appropriate footwear is to be worn 

Supervision of all participants 

First Aid Kit available 

 

Inappropriate Behaviour Student/s behave poorly 

during the excursion 

Low Students provided with details of expected behaviour whilst at the excursion 

There is a plan in place for student to be excluded and supervised until parents 

are contacted and collect the student/s.  

 

Other 

 

 

    

 

Plan prepared by  

Prepared in consultation with:  

Communicated to:  

Venue and safety information 

reviewed and attached 

Yes /  No 

Comment if needed: 

Reminder: Monitor the effectiveness of controls and change if necessary. Review the risk assessment if an incident or significant change occurs. 
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Risk Matrix 

 Consequence 

Li
ke

lih
o

o
d

 

 Insignificant Minor Moderate Major Catastrophic 

A
lm

o
st

 

ce
rt

ai
n

 

Moderate High High Extreme Extreme 

Li
ke

ly
 

Moderate Moderate High Extreme Extreme 

P
o

ss
ib

le
 

Low Moderate High High Extreme 

U
n

lik
el

y 

Low Low Moderate High High 

R
ar

e 

Low Low Low Moderate High 

 



 

 

Teacher in charge: ___________________________ 

Excursion to _____________________________ 

Proposed dates Departure _______________  Return ______________ 

Person reviewing this form  _______________________________________________________  

Reviewers comments and concerns: 

  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________  

  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________  

  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________  

  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________  

  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________  

 

Each concern must be addressed in a written response to the reviewer by  _________________  

before permission to proceed will be reconsidered. 

 

Permission to proceed:          Yes        No       Pending 

 

Signature of reviewer: ______________________________________  Date ________________ 
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ATTACHMENT 3: TIMELINE FOR EXCURSIONS OR CAMPS  

 

4 Weeks Before - Final details to be organised:  

1. Organisation  

2. Timetable  

3. Bookings  

4. Venue bookings  

5. Transport  

6. Costs  

7. Check availability of first aid kits, and book with reception  

8. Information/authorisation/medical forms to be checked by Head of School  

9. Information/permission slips/medical forms to go home. Liaise with reception if 
needed.  

10. Prepare risk assessment & emergency management plan  

 2 Weeks Before  

1. Fill out and hand in all forms to Head of School  

2. Confirm all prior arrangements  

3. Post out any arrangements, maps, information to other schools  

4. Finalise all people attending  

5. All notification/authorisation/medical letters should be returned, if not follow up  

6. Ensure all private transport drivers requirements have been met  

 1 Week Before  

1. Finalise all staff and students attending  

2. Check all notifications/medical forms/permission slips have been returned.  

3. Follow up any slower returns  

4. Give copies of all documentation to reception to collate a camp/excursion summary 

 Before Going  

1. Checklist that you have fulfilled all the requirements.  

2. Checklist all safety and first aid requirements.  

3. Check that Students have met and supplied all relevant pre-requisites.  

4. Check that any relevant payments have been made.  
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Information regarding the Excursion should be sent to:  

1. Head of School (for information and approval as required)  

2. Bursar (for the payment of invoices & Student Billing)  

3. Relevant classroom teacher(s)  

4. Receptionist for information and parent queries.  

5. Kept on location with the Supervising Teacher  


